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1. INTRODUCTION: CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COMPLETENESS 
All rings in this paper should be associative with identity elements and all 
modules unitary. 
If Z is a directed partially ordered set (shortly poset) and {AZ, , pbs} an 
Z-projective system of K-modules ilZ* and R-homomorphisms p,, , R being an 
arbitrary but fixed ring, then lim,,,,. 1Z, defines a left exact functor from the 
category of Z-projective systemzo the category of R-modules. lim is not right 
c 
exact, so it is natural to introduce its right derived functors lim(“). This has 
been done by Milnor-Yeh [26], Roos [22], Niibeling [I91 an> Laudal [13]. 
limti) has a sheaftheoretical interpretation if we introduce a topology on I by 
takzg I, = {/3 l/3 < N] as a basis for the open sets. The category of sheaves 
on the corresponding topological space S(Z) is equivalent to the category of 
projective systems on Z, and by this cquivalcnce H”(X(Z), -) correspond to 
lim,(“l). However, in the following it is more natural and convenient to consider 
l&(c) as derived functors of lim. 
t 
It can be shown that for aigring R there exists a directed poset Z and an 
Z-projective system of R-modules nfX , I E Z such that limci) M, f 0 for all 
positive i. So, when asking for general conditions ensuLg that limu) =: 0, 
one has to impose restrictions either on the modules or on the indeyset I, or 
on both. 
In [22] it is shown that lEti) = 0 for i >, 1 if Z is countable, and in [23, 241 
that lim’l) l%ra = 0 for all i > n when R is commutative Noetherian of global 
dimezon n and all the R-modules Ma are finitely generated. 
It follows from [7], Theorem 1, p. 138, and [IO], Lemma 1, p. 391 that 
lim’i) M, = 0 for any projective system of Artinian modules M, , while it is 
t 
unknown whether in this case lim tz) 114, = 0 for all i > 1. We shall settle this 
in two cases which are of impozance for the remainder of this paper, 
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E’voof. Let us first consider the case where H is Noetherian. Then for each 
ivI, , sup ;I& is finite and consists of maximal ideals of R, and M,? is the direct 
sum of finitely many Artinian modules over R,,, , w E sup MO . 
By standard arguments this implies that lim”) $1, -: Ul,,C12 lirn’~)(~~~,),~~ , 
where (MJ,, as usually denotes the l~~~li~atio~~f J $, with respect(T7, nt and U 
is the spectre of K’s maximal ideals. I‘onsequently, \ve may assume that R is 
a local Noetherian ring. 
Since each element in an Artinian module over R is ~~~~nihiIated by some 
power, of R’s maximal ideal nt, each :\I, may 1~0 viewed as a module over R’s 
completion fi with respect to the nt-adic topology. If B is the inject&t 
envelope of lij%, where i?i is the maximal idcal of R, there is a natural 
isomorphism [17], Corollar), 4.3. 
Horn~(H(~rn~(~~~.~ , E), Ef c1 ;JZ,, . Cl.11 
{H[q@4~ ) E)), c1 E I f . arms a direct s\-stem of R-modules for which there is a 
spectral sequence [22] 
Igpq = lim(‘) Ext$(HomR(MQ , I!‘), I:‘) ,’ Ext~(lim Homfi(MN , B), &). 
+-- --+ 
Since E is R-injective, the spectral sequence degenerates to an isomorphism 
for ~2 -‘- 0. 
In view of (I. I) we then obtain limo” .li, 0 for rr 0. 
+-- 
The second case where R is arbitrary and each ;I!,, Soctherian and, hence, 
of finite length can be settled by a similar duality at.gu~~ei~t, using a result of 
Ballet [2], Proposition 4. 
Before stating the next proposition, we shall b&fly recall a notion from 
topological algebra. A left module JT~ over a (not necessarily commutative) 
ring R is calted strictly linearly compact with respect to a linear topology [6] 
if it has a fundamental system of neighborhoods, (L-,,: of 0, consisting of 
s~ibn~odules U, for which M/U, is Artinian and :If is complete in this 
topology. Similarly, M is called pseudocompact, if we have the same situation 
as above but each quotient M/U, has finite length [IO], p. 390. 
We are now able to formulate the following. 
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projective system of linearly topologized R-modules and continuous R-lzomo- 
morphisms. Then lim U) 121 R = 0 for all i > 0 in each of the following cases. 
- 
(i) R is Noethevian and each ;1/1, is strictly linearly compact. 
(ii) Each Ji: is pseudocompact. 
Proof. ad (i) By definition each ~11~ has a fundamental system C:,,,, of 
neighborhoods such that AZJ I;,,, is Artinian. Using that each continuous map 
pfla is strict (cf. [6], p. 111) one can construct by a standard snaking argument 
(by taking succesively inverse and direct images of the%,‘s) a partially ordered 
set S and submodules Z.in,a L A?& , X E S, cy E Z for which 
(1) CT,,, > h E S form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in ;IZ, 
such that MJci,,,, is -4rtinian; 
(2) Gl,, c r/r,,,, for all a E Z and all A, + AZ ; 
(3) praZIA,B L Lil,, for all h E S and all OL < /3. 
Each :lZti is complete, hence AIZ, = limAES ?~cZJU~,~ , and 
+ 
lim”) AI, = limCi) lim ME/U,,, . 
-I ‘I-s 
By [22] there is a spectral sequence 
E”JJ - 
2 -- - 
lim’“‘(lim’Q’ L%ZJLF,,A) :; $JI’~’ ME/U,,, . 
I s IX.9 
Since R is Noetherian and each ,IZa/C:,,A is Artinian, Proposition 1 implies 
lim IXS W~‘u,,, = 0 for II >, I and lim,“‘)!l~JU,,,A = 0 for q > 1. Hence, the c 
spectral sequence degenerates and 
F”” = lim”’ dlf ‘2 % = 0 for p>l Q.E.D. 
‘I 
ad (ii) This case may be treated similarly by appealing to the second half 
of Proposition 1. 
We are now able to prove. 
THEOREM 1. For a commutative Noethevian ring R the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) limo) 112~ = 0 for any projective system of finitely generated 
R-modules Gm . 
(2) limit) dUx = 0 for any projective system of jinitely generated 
R-modules 16. and all i 2 1. 
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(3) R is a direct sum of~nite~~ many complete local rzkgs. 
(4) R is semil~~al and Exti,(il, M) :=-~ 0 for alljat R-mod~ies A a& all 
jkitely generated R-modules M, and ail i I..- 0. 
(4’) R is semilocal and E&,(.4, R) .“- 0 f or all countably generated fZat 
R-modules A. 
Proof. It suffices to show (1) 2:. (3), (3) ::- (2), (2) -::- (4), and (4’) => (3). 
(I) L-S (3) If (I) is satisfied, the usual connecting homomorphism theorem 
for the li$i’ functors implies that I@ is an exact functor on the category of 
projective systems of finitely generated R-modules. 
Let I -: (in; .*a nt$ be the poset of a11 finite products of powers of the 
maximal ideals nt,. of R. 
By the exactnes; of l&n one concludes that the obvious mapping 
R -% lim R’cr - In 
is surjectivc, where n, E 1. R must be semilocal; in fact, consider a fixed 
maximal ideal nt,r , say, and an ideal Q’ E I \vhich is not a multiple of ~tt,~~, 
then o’ is eomaximal to any power 117,:; . Hence, 
where the first limit on the right side should be taken over all powers n1.2 and 
the second limit over all n’ ~1 which are not a multiple of q . 
Let em a1 
be the idempotent in l$r R/a, whose component in I@ R/q:; is 1 
and whose component in l&n R/n’ is 0. The elements e,, , nt maximal in R, 
form a set of orthogonal idempotents in l&r R/an . Since IJm R/a, is a homo- 
morphic image of the Koetherian ring R, the above set of idempotents must 
be finite and R must be semilocal. Flence, for some fixed n, I has the form 
tml f “1 a-- rn.2) and l&r $/a, == lim Rjtn~l iz 1’. 3 Iim R/nt2. 
Since Kerq = ~,,l(rttl ...‘;;,,p =-” 0 ([27], (t&p. 1X1) p is an isomor- 
phism, and (1) -z. (3) is proved, since each 12 R/m? is a complete 1ocaI ring. 
(3) -3 (2). By a standard direct sum argument it is enough to consider the 
case where R is a complete local ring with maximal ideal m. Since any finitely 
generated R module is complete, in particular ~seudocompact in its m-adic 
topology and any R-homomorphism between finitely generated R-modules is 
continuous, the property in (2) follows from Proposition 2. 
(2) -v (4). Since (1) is a special case of (2) we conclude (as in (I) * (3)) 
that R is semilocal. Let A be any flat R-module. By [14] A is a direct limit of 
finitely generated projective R-modules, say A = l$nrl P, for some directed 
poset I. 
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There is a spectral sequence [22] 
E’** = lim”” Exti(P, , &Z) % Ext”,(lim P, , M). 2 - - 
Let n > 0 and p + q = n; if q > 0, then Ei** = 0, since P, is projective; 
if q = 0, p - n and M is finitely generated, then 
9.n 
E2 = lim’“’ Hom,(P, , nil) = 0 - 
since Hom,(P, , M) is finitely generated and (2) is verified. Hence, for 
n > 0 Extg(A, M) = Exti(l$ P, , M) = 0. The last implication (4’) 3 (3) 
will follow from the more general 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R be a semi local Noetherian ring and B a Jinitely 
generated R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent 
(i) B is complete (in the topology induced by the powers of R’s radical). 
(ii) Exti(A, B) = 0 for any jut R-module A. 
(iii) Exti(A, B) = 0 for any countably generated flat R-module A. 
Proof. (i) => (ii) follows similarly as (2) 3 (4) in Theorem 1. (ii) * (iii) 
is trivial so it remains to show (iii) 3 (i). 
We first observe a general consequence of (iii). Let F be a free R module 
with countable base {e,}, i 3 0 and G the submodule of F generated by the 
elements e,* = ei + Cj,i rijei where Yij E R. Since any submodule of G 
generated by finitely many ei* splits off as a direct summand of F, A == F/G is 




Hom,(F, B) + Hom,(G, B) -j Exti(A, B) = 0. 
Thus, any homomorphism from G to B can be lifted to a homomorphism 
from F to B. Since G is free on e,*, i 3 0, the images of ei* can be any 
prescribed elements bi in B. This means that the infinite system of linear 
equations 
xi + c rijxj = bi , i>,O 
j>i 
has a solution {xi}, each xi e B. 
Let m denote the Jacobson radical of R. We shall prove that B is complete 
by showing that the canonical map B --) I$,B/mvB is an isomorphism. Since 
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fly=, WB -~ 0 it is certainly injectiv-e, so we now have to prove it is also 
surjective. 
Let in = (~2~ ,..., m,) and 111; ~~~ (nzr ,..., nz,) 1 .:: i ‘-I n. We show by 
induction on i that 
B --f lim B,~I,~B - (1) L’ 
is surjective. 
i = 1. An element b in l&r B;‘na,vB can be represented by a sequence 
(b,, ) b, + b,m, ,...) b,, f b,m, $ a.0 + b,rnI’ ,... ). 
Consider the following system of linear equations 
. . . 
xj.wl - mlsj = bidI 
. . . 
Ry the above remark these equations have a solution x’,) , x1 ,... in B. IBy 
induction one easily checks that 
x0 = b, mod m,B 
x0 IX 6, + b,m, mod nz,“B 
x0 z b, + b,m, + ... f- bj-lmi-’ mod m,‘B. 
Hence x0 is sent into b by the mapping in (I), and we are done in the case 
i= I. 
Next, we consider the passage from i ~--- I to i. 
An element c in I@, B/tnjDB can be represented by a sequence 
(4, , 4 ,...a b; , bj,., ,...) 
where 6, can be written in the form 
where sk I is a homogeneous polynomium in llzr ,..., nzi-r of total degree k with 
coefficients in B. 
For each I the sequence 
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represents an element in l$r B/m-,B. By the inductive assumption th.ere 
exists (for each 1) an element c1 E B such that 
As before 




co , co -I- cl?ni ,..., c c,m,l,... 
(-0 i 
represents an element in l@ B/lniUB. As showed in the case i =- 1 there exists 
an element c l B for which 
C-_ i clmiL mod m~+‘B for all j 
l=O 
and, hence, c is mapped into c by the mapping in (I). 
Remark. If we assume in Theorem 1 that R is commutative Noetherian 
domain, the assumption in (4) and (4’) that R be semilocal can be omitted. 
Actually, in this case we have for any maximal ideal nt that nySi my = (0), 
and the above proof then shows that R is complete in the m-adic topology; but, 
since R is a domain and, hence, indecomposable this implies that R is local. 
Before we pass to applications of the above results, we notice an analogue of 
Theorem I for von Neumann regular rings. 
THEOREM 1 a. For a (not necessarily commutative) van Neumann regular 
ring R, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) l+ im(n A, = 0 for any projective system of finitely generated projective 
left R-modules. 
(2) l@r(i) A, = 0 for any projective s-vstem of finitely generated projective 
left R-modules and all i > 0. 
(3) R is left self-injective. 
Proof. (1) 2 (3). By use of the spectral sequence 
EPdJ = lim”” Exti(A, , R) 2 Ext”,(lim A, , R) 
2 - -4 (4 
(3) 
we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 1 that 
E&(--2, R) = 0 
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for any flat left R-module A. But since w.gl.dim R = 0, any R-module is flat, 
so (3) implies that R is left self-inject&e. 
(3) =+ (2). Since R is injective qua left R-module and 
Hom,(Hom,(A, , R), R) czlri A, 
for any finitely generated projective R module ~4~ the spectral sequence (2) 
implies (as in the proof of Proposition I) that I$(“) A, : 0 for all i > 0. 
We introduce the following generalization of the concept realizibility of 
Nunke [20]. 
DEFINITION. An R-module Zz is called i-realizable (; > 0) if there exist 
R-modules C and B such that B = Extk(C, D). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a cornrn~~~~~ve local ~oe~~~i~~ ring of c~d~me?~sio~~ 
n (i.e., the lmgth of a maximal R-sequence in R’s maximal ideal is E). Then tiny 
finitely generated complete R-m&&e B is i-realizable for aI1 i, 0 ( i -< H. 
Proof. Let i < n and let x r ,..., x; be an R-sequence in R’s maxima1 ideal 
III. By a straightfo~ard computation it can be checked that ark,..., xih form 
an R sequence for any positive integer h. Multiplication by x = x1 ..I xi 
defines a map cpch) from R/(xIh,..., ,Q) to R/(xtf3,..., .Y!*‘), which gives rise to 
the following diagram where the rows are the Koszul complexes for 
(Xlh,.‘., ,yi”) and (~2’” ,..., $+I) 
(4) 
Here, F,, is the free R-module whose base consists of the (i) symbols 
[Y,, *-y,,], 1 gpp, -c a.* < p, < i and dLh’ is defined by 
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Since zclh,..., xih form an R-sequence, the rows in (4) are exact [S], Chap. VI. 
9:’ is defined by 
dTYq ... YP,] = 
x 
--&F [Yv, -*YP,l for v>O spl ... *” 
@(r) = x . r for v = 0. 
It is now only routine to check that the diagram (4) is commutative. 
Applying the functor Horn,, -, B) and passing to cohomology we find that 
Extjk(R/(x,“,..., xi”), B) is the cohomology module of a complex of finitely 
generated complete R-modules and, hence, itself a finitely generated complete 
R-module. For v = i we obtain 
Ext;(R/(x,” ,..., xi”), B) ‘v B/(x,” ,..., x;)B. (5) 
Since quiz’ -1 Fi and (4) is commutative, the mapping Ext$(pi’*), IB) is the 
canonical mapping from B/(xIA,..., xi”) B to B/(x~“,..., x2”) B . 
Now consider the direct system (Iz > 0) 
(h) 
--f R/(x1”,..., xt7’) L R/(x;+‘,..., xi+‘) ---f 
and the corresponding spectral sequence 
End2 
2 = lim’“’ Exti(R/(x,“,..., t- 
xih), B) s Extl (lim R/(x,” ,..., xi”), B). 
hcZ+ heZ; 
Since Exti(R/(xrh,..., xih), B) is finitely generated and complete, in partic- 
ular, strictly linearly compact and any (algebraic) homomorphism in this case 
is continuous, Proposition 2 implies that Ez** = 0 for p > 0. For p == 0, 
q = i we use the isomorphism in (5) and the observation about Extk($h). lB) 
and conclude that Ez*’ = limhGZ+ B/(xIh,..., xih)B with the natural mappings. 
Since B is complete and nT=i (ail,..., xih)B = 0, we get l$” E B. This, in 
connection with the above remarks about Ef*n shows that 
B ‘v Ext;. limR/(r,“,..., x;), B); 
hcZ+ 
in other words, B is i-realizable. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a regular Noetherian local ring of global dimension n 
and B a finitely generated R-module. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) B is i-realizable for all i, 0 < i < n. 
(ii) B is n-realizable. 
(iii) B is complete (in the topology induced by the the powers of R’s maximal 
ideal). 
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Proof. In view of Proposition 4 it suffices to show (ii) 2 (iii). Assume we 
have B z Exti(C, 0) for some R-modules C and D. There exist two spectral 
sequences with the same limit and whose first terms are (IS], Chap. XV) 
Now, let i3 be a countably generated flat R-module. Then we obviously 
have EATS := 0 for y > 0. Since gl.dim R = n, we have Egs4 = 0 far all (p, q) 
for which p + q := ~1 $- I. This implies that the fn T I)-th ~ohom(~logy 
group N” + l in the limit of (6) vanishes. 
Next, consider the spectraf sequence (7). Since /I is countably generated it 
follows from El I], Lemma 2 that ~~~(~~) ::, 1, hence, Et%” = 0 for p 3 2. 
Since gl.dim R 7:. n, I?:.” :: 0 for q > n. Hence, on the diagonal 
p -I- 4 I=: n -+ 1 all terms Ef.q vanish except possibly I?$“. By a standard 
argun~ent for spectral sequences this implies that -!?i** N EL”, which is a 
subquotient of the (n + I)-th cohomology group &I-l of (7)‘s limit. Since (6) 
and (7) have the same limit and W1-r --: 0 we infer that E$” = 0. But 
Since rl was an arbitrary countably generated flat R-module, Proposition 3 
implies that 3 is complete. 
By the remark after Pl-oposition 3, Theorem 2 immediately gives 
??NEOREM 3. Let R be a commutatiz;e Noetherian integral domain fey which 
gl.dim R --z n --c: lm. Then the fo~~o~in~ conditions are equi~a~~t: 
(i) Any jkitely generated R-module is i reolixable for all i, 0 < i ,c$ II. 
(ii) R is ~l-~~~~~~ab~e. 
(iii) R is R cmlplete local ring. 
3. APPLICATIONS ON DUALXTY 
Let R be a ring which is linearly compact qua left R-module (cf. [6], p. 108). 
Any finitely generated free left R-module is linearly compact and since the 
topology is linear, any (algebraic) homomorphism between free R-modules is 
continuous. By passage to direct summands this also holds for finitely 
generated projective R-modules. From [C;], E, ‘sample 15, p. 108 it follows that 
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l$r is an exact functor on the category of projective systems of finitely 
generated projective left R-modules. We are now able to prove 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a linearly compact ying (qua left R module). Then the 
following conditions aye equivalent: 
(i) R is right coherent. 
(ii) For any projective system {A,], Y E I of jinitely generated projective 
left R modules 1Lrn A, is a flat left R-module. 
(iii) For any$at right R-module A the dual Hom,(A, R) is a flat left 
R-module. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). Since Tor commutes with direct limits it suffices to show 
that Torfl(lZil, lim A,) = 0 for n >, 1 and right R-module of finite presenta- 
tion. Since R iFright coherent M has a resolution of finitely generated free 
right R-modules (cf. [9], Theorem 2.1) 
*F, + ~~~+r;,+F,+J+O. 
This gives rise to a complex of projective systems 
-{F,OA,)-,...-t{F,OA,)-t(F,OA,:~O. 
By the remark preceding Theorem 4 about the exactness of I&n, the 
following sequence is exact: 
-+ lim(E;, @ A,] ---f 
- 
... -+ lim(F, @ A,} -+ lim{F,, @ --1,]. 
- - 
Since F, and A, are finitely generated projective modules, there are natural 




. . ..F.OlimA,~F,Olim=1, 
- - 
is exact, and hence TorE(M, l&n A,) = 0 for n 3 I. 
(ii) 2 (iii). Since A is a direct limit of finitely generated projective right 
R-modules [14], Hom,(A, R) is a projective limit of finitely generated 
projective left R-modules. 
(iii) 3 (i). Let A be any infinite direct sum of copies of R; the dual is the 
corresponding infinite direct product, hence, (iii) implies that R is right 
coherent (cf. [9], Theorem 1.2). 
EXAMPLE. For any complete local Noetherian ring R duals of jlat modules 
ayeflat. 
In the next theorem no topological conditions are imposed on R. 
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THEOREM 5. Let R be a right coherent ring and n an integer 32. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent 
(i) w.gl.dim R < n. 
(ii) l.w.dh,(lim A,) < n - 2 f or any projective system of flat left 
R-modules {iz,:, a: FZ and any not necessarily directed poset I. 
Proof. (i) G. (ii). It suffices to show that Torf-‘(44, l&n A,) = 0 for any 
right R module of finite presentation. An obvious modification of an argument 
in [22] shows that there exist two spectral sequences with the same limit and 
whose first terms are 
p,n = lim”’ TorTQ(M, &). 
2 - (10) 
Since ‘3, is flat, E$,’ = 0 for all q f 0 and all p < 0. Hence, E’z*q vanishes 
on the diagonal p + q : 1 ~ II and in the limit of (10) we have &l-l2 -= 0. 
Similarly, since w.gl.dim R < n, all terms El*” vanish on the diagonal 
p + q == 1 ~- n except possibly (p, q) = (1 -- n, 0) and (p, q) =-- (-n, 1). 
Since El.’ := 0 for -p 3’ n and 9 < 0 we see by standard arguments for 
spectral sequences that Eipfi*’ ‘v Ecn*’ which is a subquotient of the 
cohomology group EP” in the limit of (9). Since (9) and (10) have the same 
limit, this combined wtih i?-?l = 0 shows that 1.~. dh,(l&n il,) :cl n - 2. 
(ii) t- (i). It suffices to show 1.~. d/t,(a) ,; n - 1 for any left ideal a of R. 
Let 





is a pull-back for IF @ CJJ and 1, @ 0. Since pull-back is a special case of 
general projective limit (on a nondirected poset) 1.~. dh,(K) < n - 2 and, 
thus, 1.~. dh,(a) < n - 1. 
Remark. As a by-product of the above proof we obtain that in the situation 
of Theorem 5 1.~. dh,(l$‘l’ A,) .< n - 1. 
It might be worth while noticing the following analogon of Theorem 5 for 
duals of arbitrary modules. 
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THEOREM 5A. Let R be a right coherent ring and n an integer32. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) w.gl.dim R < n. 
(ii) The dual of any right R-module has weak dimension <n - 2. 
Proof. (i) :a (ii). Let A be an arbitrary right R-module and let 
be exact with F1 and F, free right R-modules. Passing to duals we get the exact 
sequence 
0 + Hom,(A, R) -+ Hom,(F,, , R) s Hom,(F, , R) 
--f Coker(Hom(g?, lR)) --) 0. (11) 
Since R is right coherent Hom,(F, , R) and Hom,(F, , R) are flat left 
R-modules [9]; hence, (11) shows I.w. dh,(Hom,(A, R) < n - 2. 
(ii) * (i). An obvious modification of the argument in [3], p. 478 shows 
that for any left R-module A of finite presentation there is an exact sequence 
O+K-tF,+F,+A-tO 
where F, and F, are free and K is the dual of some finitely presented right 
R-module. This implies (i) since w.gl.dim R = sup 1.~. dhR(i2) where -4 runs 
through all left R-modules of finite presentation. 
We conclude with the following analogon for the injective dimension of 
projective limits of finitely generated modules. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let R be a complete local Noetherian ring and {-a,), a: E I 
a projective system of Jinitely generated R-modules A, , where for some jixed 
n inj.dim,(A,) < n for all A,Y . Then inj.dim,(l@ A,) <i n. 
Proof. It suffices to prove 
Ext”R’(M, @A,) = 0 iw 
for any finitely generated R-module M. But by [24] there are two spectral 
sequences with the same limit 
and 
Ep = li&’ Ext;(M, A,) (13) 
E,“*” = Extg(M, lim”’ A,). 
- (14) 
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Because of Theorem 1 (I 3) and (14) degenerate, and by standard arguments 
for spectral sequences we obtain (12). 
4. Soim SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE VANISHING OF Ii@“) 
In this section we shall give some examples where knowledge about the 
projective dimensions of certain classes of flat modules gives information 
about the vanishing of I@‘Q. 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a a&tvary r&g and I a directed poset of ca~c&a&‘ty 
-; N, . Then for Amy X-project&e systeln of finitely generated projective left 
H-modules -t”, ~ o?ze has icm(i) P, == 0 for alI i > II .-!-- 2. 
PYOOJ: Consider the duaf directed system r^& , CI: E f of finitely generated 
projective right R-modules L”i, == lIom,(P, , R). A = I@ pa is an ?&- 
presented flat right R-module. From (121, Lemma 2, [Zl], Theorem 1.3, it 
follows (by an easy modificatit~n) that r. &,A ,$ n + 1, in particular, 
Extk(A, I?) =:= 0 for i 2 n + 2, From the spectral sequence 
we conclude 1i1$~) Hom,(p= , R) :. l@‘ij & - 0 for i 3 n + 2. 
Before we formulate the next result we recall that the finistic dimension 
of a ring R is defined by 1, ~~~(~) =-. sup I. &,(A), where A runs through 
all left I? modules for which 1. ~~7~(~) is finite. 
The following generalizes a result in [21]. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let R he a r&g for whiclz I. FPll(R) is$nite. Then an~l~at 
left N-module has Jinite projective dime?Gofz. 
is exact and F a free R-module, then R is a pure submodule of 1;‘. Assume B 
can be generated by x elements, We shall prove by transfinite induction on N 
that R (and thereby A) has finite projective dimension. For N < N, it follows 
from [I I], [12], Lemma 2 that B is projective. By [15], Theorem 3.3, B can be 
written as a directed union UdierBOI of countably generated submodules H, 
which are pure in P. It is not hard to see (cf. [25], Lemma p. 98) that there is 
a transfinite sequence C, , p -r: Q of p ure submodules C, such that 
B =- Uli,..nC~,C,lcC,zforp, <A, and each C, can be generated by less 
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than X elements. Hence, by the inductive assumption l.dh,(C,) -< 1. FPD(R) 
and [1], Proposition 3 implies that 1. d/z,(B) is finite (and, hence, necessarily 
1. FPD(R)). 
Similarly as in Theorem 7 we obtain by passing to dual modules an 
applying the spectra1 sequence (I 5) the following: 
C‘OROLLARY 3. Let R be a ring for which I. FPD(R) =: n < E. Then .for 
any projective system of$nitely generated projective right R-modules P, , zce have 
lim’21 P c ” y Ofor i > n. 
By a standard dimension shifting argument we also obtain. 
C'OROLLARY 4. If R is a ring for which w.gl.dim R C: J; then 1. FPD(R) ~ 
l.gl.dim R. 
Finally, wc have the following: 
COROLL.~RY 5. A commutative Noetherian ring R has jinite self-injective 
dimension if, and only if, any inject&e R-module hasJinite projective dimension. 
In particular, a local ring is Gorenstein if, and only if, any injective module has 
finite projective dimension. 
Proof. As shown in [g], Chap. \‘I there is an isomorphism 
Hom,(Ext&4, B), C) ‘v Torf(A, Hom,(B, C) 
when C is R-injective and A a finitely generated R-module. If we set B -~~ R it 
is not difficult to see that inj.dim,(R) < CD if, and only if, any R-injective 
module has finite weak dimension. By [4], Proposition 4.3 FPD(R) < co, so 
any flat R-module has finite projective dimension, and by dimension shifting 
a module of finite weak dimension has finite projective dimension. This 
concludes the proof of Corollary 5. 
Remark. The above corollary generalizes Theorem 2.2 in [ 161 by showing 
that the statement holds for any (not necessarily finitely generated) module. 
Added in proof. In a forthcoming paper we shall prove that the statement in Propo- 
sition 2 holds for any projective system of linearly compact modules and continuous 
homomorphisms over an arbitrary (not necessarily commutative) ring. In particular, 
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